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Mary’s School of Prophecy 
Daniel 7 Pt 2 - Hidden Prophecy Now Being Fulfilled 

 
This will be my concluding program on the great prophecy contained in Daniel’s 
chapter number 7 and it has a great deal to do with us here in the United States of 
America, and that's why I chose it for July 4th weekend. In fact our independence 
from Britain is described and in the first of the four beasts which come up out of the 
sea and that is the lioness who has its wings of an eagle plucked out and the 
eagle's wings represent the United States, our colonies which were broken off from 
Britain on our Independence Day. And Daniel prophesied this of course 2500 years 
ago, and before we start I want to say our prayers so that we can proceed under 
the guidance of the Holy Spirit. 
 
Come Holy Spirit, fill the hearts of thy faithful and enkindle in them the fire of thy 
love. Send forth thy spirit and they shall be created. And thou shall renew the face 
of the earth. Lord Jesus Christ, Son of the Father, send now Your Spirit over the 
earth. Let the Holy Spirit live in the hearts of all nations, that they may be 
preserved from corruption, disaster and war. May the Lady of All Nations, who 
once was Mary, be our Advocate. Amen.  
 
And of course we know what that phrase means, “who once was Mary”, because 
Mary is now our five star general in this fight against the forces of the Antichrist, 
which are taking increasing control over the United States. The Lawless One St. 
Paul calls the Antichrist and we see his activities very much during this summer of 
hate throughout the country, and that's why I think I showed a picture at the 
beginning of some of the riots in this country. It's interesting that I showed a picture 
of the fires and YouTube took that down. They didn't like that picture.  
 
In any event Sister Renée would like me give a quick summary of what we have 
learned. We went through the first 11 chapters of Daniel 7 and Daniel sees in a 
vision four great beasts come up out of the sea and if you watch the false prophets 
on YouTube, they will tell you they represent Babylon, Medo-Persia, Greece and 
Rome and they do in the near-time fulfilment. And such it was a tremendous 
prophecy in itself but we're more interested in the End Times fulfilment because 
three of those four beasts have already come and gone: the lioness was Margaret 
Thatcher, the bear was Dmitry Medvedev and the leopard was our own Barack 
Obama. That means that we are waiting for the fourth and final beast who is the 
Antichrist.  
 
And we learned that Daniel sees those beasts come up out of the sea. The sea 
represents peoples in Bible prophecy, but the angel or whoever it is that he asked 
for help: it could be the prophets Enoch or Elijah, I haven't figured out yet exactly 
who the person is who helps him: he says that the beasts come up out of the earth, 
and that's because they are kingdoms also. They are both kings and kingdoms and 
don't listen to the false prophets who say that the leopard represents Germany, 
because even if you can, by some contorted logic make it appear that Germany is 
the leopard certainly Angela Merkel does not fit the prophecy whatsoever, whereas 
Barack Obama had four heads and four wings which refers to the fact that he was 
our 44th president. He was given dominion and he looks like a leopard. That is a 
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racial mixture and of course the United States fulfils all four of those descriptions 
also because United States is given dominion. It looks like a leopard because of its 
racial mixture the four heads represent the four leaders in our branches of 
government, the President, the Vice President, the Speaker of the House and the 
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court. And the four wings represent our air power 
especially the Army, Navy, Air Force and Marines, the four branches which sit on 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Only the United States and its leader Barack Obama fit 
that prophecy. So the kings, the first three kings have all gone but we will find that 
the four nations stay until the end.  
 
And we also found out that the bear has three ribs in its mouth. The bear is Russia. 
The three ribs represent the first three beasts, the lioness, the bear and the 
leopard. In other words World War 3 with the bear will cause the defeat of all three 
nations Britain, Russia itself and the United States, and I told you this 12 years 
ago. In fact 12 years ago I told you that Barack Obama would be elected president, 
and no other prophecy channel on YouTube or anywhere else dared to make that 
statement but I did because I knew that Obama was the leopard in Daniel number 
7.  
 
So I think that basically sums up what we went over last night and I just started 
with perhaps the most important part of the prophecy of Daniel and that's the 
hidden part and that's what I wanted to talk about tonight. And we find that hidden 
in the structure, because all of Daniel’s vision chapters, the last six chapters have 
a secret structure. In other words you have to change the arrangement of all the 
verses and he actually changed the structure of the chapters also. And what we 
found out is the first 11 verses here on the left.  
 

 
 
We went over that and we are going to go over the next six verses (in the middle 
top), and then the last 11 verses. And we found, that according to the structure, 
there are six verses on top here (left),  six on top here (middle), six on top here 
(right), and they are followed by five verses here (bottom left) and five verses here 
(bottom right). And as with all apocalyptic literature, that simply means that the 
Antichrist 6 6 6 will be defeated by 5 5 5, in other words Mary's Rosary very much 
the same as David chose five smooth pebbles against Goliath when he only 
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needed one. He was letting us know how to defeat the Antichrist. In other words 
we are involved in this battle because Jesus is not praying the Rosary. Mary does 
not pray the Rosary. We pray the Rosary. We are the 5 5 5. 
 
Okay so I think what we will do is start with the next verses, starting with verse 
number 12. These are the middle verses and we are going to find that these 
verses do not necessarily have to follow where they are. And in fact the first 11 
verses as I said, is actually a summary of the entire chapter. The other verses are 
expansions on what was discovered in the first 11 verses in Daniel’s amazing 
vision. So verse number 12. Let's take a look. 
 
“And that the power of the other beasts was taken away:” that includes the 
United States. This is what is happening right now. The power of the United States 
is being taken away, “and that times of life were appointed them for a time, 
and a time”. In other words we have a few years left to go, but none of the three 
major super powers in the world, Russia, Britain or America, their power, all those 
beasts’ power will be taken away.  
 
Verse 13: “I beheld therefore in the vision of the night, and lo, one like the 
son of man came with the clouds of heaven, and he came even to the 
Ancient of days: and they presented him before him.” Of course this is Jesus 
and God the Father.   
 
14: “And he”, God the Father, “gave him power, and glory, and a kingdom and 
all peoples, tribes and tongues shall serve him: his power is an everlasting 
power that shall not be taken away: and his kingdom that shall not be 
destroyed.” 
 
Verse numbers 15, 16 and 17: 
15: “My spirit trembled, I Daniel was affrighted at these things, and the 
visions of my head troubled me.”  
 
16: “I went near to one of them that stood by,” and I think I should probably 
study the other chapters to identify who this person is, “and asked the truth of 
him concerning all these things“ possibly this is Elijah, “and he told me the 
interpretation of the words, and instructed me:” 
 
17: “These four great beasts are four kingdoms, which shall arise out of the 
earth.” 
 
Those two fours are very important and as I mentioned last night, the number four 
is extremely important in this chapter. This is the key number. Of course four is an 
important End Times number anyway, it’s the most important: seven is the second-
most important.  
 
So let's look at those central five verses, and we just read the last verse which 
mentions four great beasts and four kingdoms. So the structure is based upon the 
verses which I haven't read here. I think you can see each have “four” twice in 
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those verses, verses 6, 17 and 23. And so in order to get the structure, you have to 
line it up, so that those verses line up and let the other verses fall where they may.  
 

 
 
In other words verses 1 through 5 and then culminating in verse number 6, (in red 

above) where we have the four heads and the four wings, and then you simply list 
the next verses and you stop, so that you can have these verses (in the middle 

column) culminate with verse 17 (in red) lining up with verse 6, and then you don't 
have any verses here (where arrows are above) because verse 23 has to line up with 
verse 17 and then we have the last five verses in the chapter. And you might think 
this is arbitrary but it's not. This is how I figured out the structure, and tonight we 
are going to show you how Daniel verifies that structure, because the structure, the 
hidden part of the prophecy is really the most important. 
 
I mean it's amazing that he prophesied about Margaret Thatcher and Dmitry 
Medvedev and Barack Obama. Certainly that's all very amazing, but the most 
amazing and most important part is found in the hidden secret structure. In other 
words, as the angel told Daniel to seal up his prophecies and that means that we 
didn't need to understand them until now, but now we do need to understand them.  
 
So let's continue on. So now we are starting on the right hand side of the chart with 
verse 18.  

”But the saints of the most high God shall take the kingdom: and they shall 
possess the kingdom for ever and ever.” 

Now this is after the Antichrist defeats the Saints, but God will give us the victory in 
the end  
 
Verse 19: “After this I would diligently learn concerning the fourth beast”, 
there’s another four, “which was very different from all, and exceeding terrible: 
his teeth were made of iron and claws were of brass: he devoured and broke 
in pieces, and the rest he stamped upon with his feet:” 
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So it's interesting that the teeth are made of iron and the claws are brass. By the 
way this is the King James translation of that verse. I don't think the Douay Rheims 
is correct in this case. The iron teeth represent the One World Government. The 
brass claws represent the One World Religion, so this One World Government has 
two facets as we find everywhere, and for example in Daniel 4 where the tree is 
banded with a band of brass and a band of iron which represents western 
civilization being constricted by the One World Government and the One World 
Religion.  
 
Verse number 20: “And concerning the ten horns that he had on his head:” 
this is the Scarlet Beast, the One World Government, Remember the Antichrist is 
the king or the personification of this fourth and final beast; “and concerning the 
other that came up, before which three horns fell: and of that horn that had 
eyes, and a mouth speaking great things, and was greater than the rest.” 
 
And this little horn is of course the Antichrist and I'm not sure if the Antichrist 
comes before the three or not. It says here “before which three horns fell”. The 
three horns may fall before the Antichrist, and I suppose we should understand 
that certainly this fourth beast is what we are facing right now, and the Antichrist 
must take down Britain, America and Russia, because he wants to be the ruler of 
the world, so he has to take down the three superpowers and I've been telling a lot 
about that since 2008. So let’s look at the rest of the verses. 
 
So now let's look at verse 21, “I beheld, and lo, that horn made war against the 
saints, and prevailed over them”. Notice how that's different than what we just 
read that God is going to give us the victory And in verse 22 he says:  
 

“Till the Ancient of days came and gave judgment to the saints of the 
most High, and the time came, and the saints obtained the kingdom.” 
 
In Bible prophecy, in the Book of Revelation for example and also here, “saints” is 
not a general term. That is specifically the remnant Catholic Church. We are the 
group that obtained the victory. We are the same as the stone cut from the 
mountain in Daniel 2. The mountain is the Roman Catholic Church which does not 
have the victory because it is taken over by the Antichrist, as Mary prophesied at 
La Salette. And verse 23: 
 

“And thus he said: The fourth beast shall be the fourth kingdom upon 
earth, which shall be greater than all the kingdoms, and shall devour 
the whole earth, and shall tread it down, and break it in pieces.” 
 
And this is exactly what we are seeing right now with the murder, the mayhem, the 
looting, and the burning in our streets. This is how the Antichrist takes power. 
That's why he is called the Lawless One by St. Paul. Let's look at verse 24. 
 

“And the ten horns of the same kingdom, shall be ten kings:” now I put 
the reference to Revelation 17:12, because this is the same as the Scarlet Beast 
which is the eighth beast in the Book of Revelation, the last beast and here, the 
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fourth beast is the last beast, but it's the same beast. The Scarlet Beast has seven 
heads and ten horns:  
 

“and another shall rise up after them, and he shall be mightier than the 
former, and he shall bring down three kings.” 
 
And of course that's the Antichrist. Notice how Daniel is repeating himself in quite a 
few verses, and as I said, really, all of these verses after verse 11 are expansions 
of those first 11 verses and I'll show you why in a minute. 
 

Verse 25: “And he shall speak words against the High One, and shall 
crush the saints of the most High: and he shall think himself able to 
change times and laws, and they shall be delivered into his hand until 
a time, and times, and half a time.” 
  
Notice that there are four elements here and I'll show you why that is, in a minute. 
“Time, times and half a time”: most Bible scholars will tell you that that's three and 
a half years of Great Tribulation. 
 
And verse 26. “And judgment shall sit,” this is of course God the Father, “that 
his power”, the Antichrist’s power, “may be taken away, and be broken in 
pieces and perish even to the end.” 
 
The Antichrist of course is cast alive into Hell as we all know, from the Book of 
Revelation. Now the last two verses: 
 

27: “And that the kingdom, and power, and the greatness of the kingdom, 
under the whole heaven, may be given to the people of the saints of the most 
High: whose kingdom is an everlasting kingdom, and all kings shall serve 
him, and shall obey him.” 

Notice how Daniel really goes out of his way to get four kingdoms in this verse and 
I will show you in a minute, he needs those four kingdoms to verify the verse 
structure which I already told you about.  

Verse 28: “Hitherto is the end of the word. I Daniel was much troubled 
with my thoughts, and my countenance was changed in me: but I kept 
the word in my heart.” 

And that is the last verse of chapter 7. So now I want to show you how Daniel uses 
numerology to verify that this is the structure that he wants and of course that's 
because he wants you to understand the way to defeat the Antichrist. The hidden 
prophecy is really more important. The fact that the first three beasts have come 
and gone for example: I mean the false prophets aren't going to tell you that. They 
have no clue. In a way it's not important. It's the structure that's more important. So 
I'm going to show you how he verifies this.  
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He verifies it, first by showing that verse 7 is followed better by this verse directly 
opposite, in other words verse 24.  
 

 
 
It’s the same way with verse 8. It's followed better by verse 25. In fact all of these 
verses follow, and especially the last verse and I will show you these three verses. 
The 11th verse, the last verse of these first 11: remember I told you that this is kind 
of like a summary of the whole prophecy, and this is the last verse, and that 
corresponds very much with the last verse of the entire chapter. So let me show 
you how those verses follow each other better this way. It doesn't change the 
prophecy one bit. The prophecy is the same, but it verifies this structure. So let's 
look at how those verses follow each other and I will show you right now. 
 
So here's verse 7, the last part of it.  
 

  
 

7: “ … and it was unlike to the other beasts which I had seen before it, and 
had ten horns.” Now in your chapter as printed in your Bibles, verse 7 is followed 
by verse 8: “I considered the horns, and behold another little horn sprung up 
… “. Now that's logical. He talks about the ten horns and he said, “I considered the 
horns”. There’s nothing wrong with that. It's perfectly understandable, but notice 
that verse 24 specifically mentions the ten horns.  7: “ .. the other beasts which I 
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had seen before it and had ten horns.” 24: “And the ten horns of the same 
kingdom, shall be ten kings:” So verse 24 makes a more specific reference to 
the ten horns. Certainly it follows equally as well as verse 8 and Daniel does this to 
verify that structure.  
 
Now let's look at the next verses down, verse 8 and 9.  
 

 
 
And the rest of verse 8 was, “ .. and behold eyes like the eyes of a man were in 
this horn, and a mouth speaking great things.” Verse 9: “I beheld till thrones 
were placed”. Now that really does not necessarily follow verse 8. I mean if you're 
telling a story, you can change the subject, but notice how verse 25 actually follows 
verse 8 better. Verse 8: “ .. and a mouth speaking great things.” 25: “And he 
shall speak words against the High One”. So Daniel is letting us know that this 
is the way he wants this structure, by showing that 25 actually follows 8 a little 
better than verse 9. So now let's look at the last one, the bottom one. I could show 
you the other two. They're not quite as obvious as these two examples, but here's 
the last verse. Remember I told you that verse 11 is the last verse in the first part. 
 
“I beheld because of the voice of the great words which that horn spoke: and 
I saw that the beast was slain, and the body thereof was destroyed, and 
given to the fire to be burnt:” And that is a very final completion of the prophecy. 
In fact verse 11, you could end the prophecy right there, “given to the fire to be 
burnt”. That refers to the Antichrist. Notice there's a difference between the Beast 
and the body. The Beast refers to the One World System. A government cannot go 
to Hell, but the body, that is the Antichrist, can and will go to Hell.  
 
So now the next verse, verse 12 as it appears in your Bible. “And the power of 
the other beasts was taken away: and times of life were appointed to them 
..”. And I read that before. It's an expansion that we need to know but it doesn't 
have the finality of verse 11. In other words Daniel is going back in time before the 
end of the Antichrist. When the Antichrist is cast into Hell, that's the last event, so 
the power of the beast being taken away, that occurs before that, but verse 28 
which follows it according to the new verse structure, does complete verse 11. 
“Hitherto is the end of the word, I Daniel was much troubled with my 
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thoughts, and my countenance was changed in me: but I kept the word in my 
heart.” 
 

 
 
So I think it should be fairly clear that Daniel is letting us know by having these 
verses follow each other. These verses should line up, just as in the chart. These 
five verses (7-11) are explained better by these five verses over here (24-28). Now 
doesn't change the prophecy. You can read them in this order or not. There's no 
rule about reading them. He sets this up so that we understand this structure 
because the hidden prophecy in the structure is the most important. 
 
Now I'm going to show you another way he verifies this. These three verses here, I 
told you that the number 4 is extremely important in this prophecy, 8, 9 and 10 
which corresponds with these over here, verses 25, 26 and 27. All six verses 
employ the number 4, and these are not 4 4 4 as we find in chapter 11 as I 
explained last night. Two of the verses are similar, in that they show four entities or 
elements, and the third “four” actually uses the number 4 or a counting of the 
number 4. So let's look at those verses, and that would be verses 8, 9 and 10 on 
the left hand side.  
 
8: “I considered the horns, and behold another little horn”, and then he talks 
about three of the first horns, so there are four horns in verse number 8. Verse 
number 9 describes God the Father, “white as snow”, his hair was like “clean wool” 
and his throne “flames of fire”, and “the wheels of it like a burning fire”, four 
elements.  
 
Verse number 10: we see the word “thousands” repeated four times. “Thousands 
of thousands ministered to him and ten thousand times a hundred thousand stood 
before him.” Some of the translations don't have that larger total. That's a billion. I 
think the King James has less, but nonetheless I am pretty sure the King James 
has the word “thousand(s)” four times. So those three verses on the left, 8, 9 and 
10, line up exactly with three verses on the right; that is verses 25, 26 and 27. 
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Verse 25 has four elements, “speak words”, “shall crush”, “shall think”, and “shall 
be delivered”. Verse 26 has four elements, “shall sit”, ”taken away”, be “broken” 
and “perish” to the end.  
 

 
 
And verse 27: now notice that those two verses had four elements. Here we find 
the word “kingdom” repeated four times, and if you study that verse you realize that 
Daniel had to really go out of his way to get four kingdoms in there, but of course 
he's doing it on purpose. He's letting us know that that first structure is exactly what 
he intended.  
 
So I think we have gone through all the verses and we have verified the most 
important part of the prophecy and that is in the structure, and you won't find this 
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information anywhere else, but I believe there is going to be a great awakening 
and people will then watch this video. 
 
I did leave one thing out. The bear is described, which is Russia, as leaning. It has 
three ribs in its mouth and is told to devour much flesh. The three ribs are the 
same as the first three beasts, Britain, Russia and America. It will defeat those 
three countries. In other words it defeats itself. Communism will take over all three. 
In fact Communism will take over the entire world, but it leans to one side, and I did 
not explain that that leaning to one side by the bear, I'm sure that means that's its 
political leaning. In other words it leans to the left. It's not balanced. 
 
In a democracy, for example in our country we have basically two parties and one 
party is usually ascendancy, and the other party is not, and then after a while the 
other party takes over. The two-party system is really a pretty good system. It 
offers checks and balances, but I think that is what Daniel means when he says 
the bear leans to one side. It doesn't have that balance. It's a totalitarian state but it 
is victorious. It's the last beast and it will be defeated by Jesus and how is the 
defeat come about? Daniel is telling us that Mary's Rosary is victorious and all of 
our collective literatures tell us the same thing. 
 
Okay now I didn't want to get that in. I think I have covered all the points I wanted 
to make. There are a few points in this program that I did not make in my previous 
programs. The very first program is about Daniel 7 I did way back in 2008, twelve 
years ago, and most of what I covered tonight I did cover in those videos, but not 
all of them. In fact the structure I really did not discover until three or four years 
later, in other words about eight years ago, and the structure is in a way the most 
important part, but the reason the Holy Spirit did not reveal it till now is because it 
wasn't necessary to know, but now the Antichrist is coming into our country very 
obviously. Now we need to know how to defeat him. 
 
And I want to thank everybody for watching. I will probably continue studying 
Daniel. There are many other very important chapters like chapter 8. Chapter 9 I 
have done. Chapter 9 that has to do with Israel, but chapter 8 also has to do with 
the destruction of the three horns on the ram and the goat. They symbolize the 
same three as the first three beasts here in Daniel 7, Britain, Russia and America. 
The two horns on the ram symbolize Britain and America. The single horn on the 
goat symbolizes Russia, and all three horns are broken, just as Daniel says here in 
chapter 7. 
 
Okay everybody, I think that’s it, so thanks once again. So God bless all of you, 
until I do see you again and may all of you have a very blessed evening  


